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HIGHLIGHTS AND COMMENTS FROM A REGULATORS’ WORKSHOP

Presented at the IGSC Meeting, 24-26 October 2001.

M Jensen

SSI, Sweden

1 Introduction

The programs for final disposal for high-level radioactive waste have come to a mature state in many
countries. Technical information available to support decisions varies in time and from stage to stage.
There is a strong trend for all waste management institutions to address issues related to stakeholder
confidence. Technical expertise and confidence have been shown to be insufficient, on their own, to
justify to the general public that geologic disposal is the appropriate waste management solution. SSI
and EPA have acknowledged this by co-hosting a conference in Stockholm during 1998 involving
technical issues and stakeholder communication.

However, there are still a number of mainly technical and scientific questions remaining, related to
compliance assessments for geological repositories, for which it is widely recognised that a common
view among regulators would facilitate the understanding of performance assessment internationally.
Some of these are related to the role of the biosphere and the society in demonstrating compliance.
There is no international consensus in this area, yet it is obvious that these issues will gain even more
attention in the future, when compliance issues are discussed in the licensing proceedings.

For the above reasons, SSI and US EPA arranged a workshop 11-13 September 2001, in Stockholm,
titled “The Role of Future Society and Biosphere in Demonstrating Compliance with High-level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Standards and Regulations”.

The workshop brought together experts from 8 regulatory agencies in 6 countries (USA, UK, Sweden,
Finland, Norway, Belgium and Lithuania) and from 2 international bodies (IAEA and ICRP).

The views expressed below are those of the author. SSI and EPA will shortly publish a formal report.

2 IAEA

Carlos Torres, IAEA, presented the BIOMASS Theme 1 output. A presentation of this item is
scheduled for the OECD/NEA Integration Group for the Safety Case meeting 24-26 October 2001,
and should be available at the meeting.

IAEA’s further work in this area was discussed. Several participants took the view that a safety
document, a specific level of IAEA documents, would be useful, because several countries are in
process of making decisions on repositories. The status of the existing guidance could be usefully
upgraded.
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3 ICRP

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has recently made a contribution in
the area of post-closure requirements by its recommendations in ICRP Publication 81. The publication
contains guidance regarding risk or dose levels relevant for, although not directed exclusively to,
geological disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. Work is in progress within
various international bodies about the possible response to the views presented in this document.

Jack Valentin, secretary to the Commission, presented some new activities and explained some of the
Commission’s views.

Environmental Protection

The Commission has started work on environmental protection and created a task group "on Protection
of the Environment". Earlier, ICRP has stated that where adequate provisions are in place to protect
man, then also the environment is protected. While this is still true for a large range of scenarios, some
exist where the environment needs separate consideration.

Protection from intrusion

ICRP is not directly concerned with protection of society from consequences of actions by advertent
intrusions. Also, no advice has been given the safeguards issues. Inadvertent intrusion is mentioned in
ICRP 81.

Collective dose

This concept is a topic of many discussions today, also within ICRP. It is regarded as a useful concept
in ICRP 81.

New trend on personal protection

Generally, there is a trend in society towards individual protection with optimisation coming second.
Perhaps new recommendations will reflect such a re-focus. On it’s own this switch does not change
things, but also the optimisation process will also change.

Optimisation

Optimisation is thought to include a large range of activities. Rather than consulting a formula for
collective dose reduction in terms of cost, the process of optimisation is related to a broad range of
activities to minimise doses. For geological repositories it also contains ideas of stakeholder
consultation.  The word reasonably in the formulation “as low as reasonably achievable” should be
included to imply that “people should tell us what is reasonable”.
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STUK’s Approach to Biosphere Description

The Finnish recent regulations presented by Kirsti-Liisa Sjöblom was based on a paper by Esko
Ruokola to the IAEA Specialist Meeting in Vienna, 18-22 June, 2001, some of which is quoted below.

A regulatory guide for the safety of spent fuel disposal has recently been issued in Finland to guide the
implementer's programme in the pre-construction phase. The guide is based on dose criteria in the
nearest time era. That is defined as the time frame “ which is reasonably predictable with respect to
assessment of human exposure”. For the later time frame that involves major climate changes such as
permafrost and glaciation, the guide defines constraints for the activity releases to the environment.

The Government's general safety regulation includes the following the radiation protection criteria:

In an assessment period that is adequately predictable with respect to assessments
of human exposure but that shall be extended to at least several thousands of years.

 (1) the annual effective dose to the most exposed members of the public shall
remain below 0.1 mSv, and

(2) the average annual effective doses to other members of the public shall remain
insignificantly low.

Beyond the assessment period referred to above, the average quantities of
radioactive substances over long time periods, released from the disposed waste
and migrated to the environment, shall remain below the nuclide specific
constraints defined by the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority. These
constraints shall be defined so that.

 (1) at their maximum, the radiation impacts arising from disposal can be
comparable to those arising from natural radioactive substances, and

(2) on a large scale, the radiation impacts remain insignificantly low.

The Finnish government’s approach includes a proscriptive treatment of the last era, so that the
authority, STUK, after calculation based on different scenarios, defines the maximum acceptable
release rate from the repository.

The approach implies that the regulator takes some burden of responsibility for the description - or
lack of description - of the distant future.

The concept was discussed and the regulatory requirements for the distant future were discussed
among the workshop participants.

Sustainable development

The author of this paper introduced the issue of sustainable development (2). The main idea behind
this is a re-definition of the goal, to describe it not as a dose definition coupled to a need for
prediction, but in terms of allowing future societies a large range of activities within a large range of
possible environments. This formulation is close to the formulation used by the Bruntland
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Commission (3), “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”.

The discussion showed a range of opinions on this issue, from the view that the approach was true but
more or less self-evident. To a more careful position from which it was pointed out that sustainable
development is only a part of government policy, and that different mandates for regulators may
prevent a complete consensus.

FASSET

Carl Magnus Larsson, SSI, described the FASSET project (Framework for Assessment of
Environmental Impact).

The issue of protection of the environment can be seen in various ways, as an anthropocentric wish to
preserve a better environment for the benefit of man, or to allocate an intrinsic value to nature, in a
view where man is part of nature.

Secondary standards

Rodolfo Avila from SSI suggested that regulators look at secondary standards, and in particular
environmental concentrations. In compliance judgements, the standard could consider distributions of
concentration rather than a single value.

A benefit of such a standard would be that a standard could cover both man and the environment.

Further work

The participants presented conclusions in two categories. The first category contained general or
philosophical issues, such as sustainable development and protection of the natural environment. The
definition of the biosphere in the distant future, and the division of responsibility expressed by the
Finnish regulation, was also considered further discussion.

The meeting expressed an interest in further work, but also expressed concern that there might be
institutional reasons to limit the degree of consensus in these matters.

In the second category, technical work, the issue of the geosphere/biosphere interface was considers
one of the most important issues. This issue was also seen contain the balance of the work made to
describe the biosphere vs. the available details in the interface.

Conclusions

As many waste programmes come to a mature state, there is increased need for regulators to have
good insight in international regulatory work. The fact that regulations are different makes it even
more important to know the background for those differences. Within the last few years international
regulatory fora in the IAEA and NEA and the CEC has been established and some of the future
regulatory co-operation will take place there. The SSI-EPA initiative has showed that bilateral co-
operation also can offer effective contribution to this work.
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